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ABSTRACT 

Initial clinical research comparing the diagnostic performance of Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET)/ Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and PET/ Computed Tomography 

(PET/CT) has largely shown equivalent diagnostic capabilities for these modalities in 

oncology. These uncertainties about the magnitude of diagnostic benefit are compounded by 

the considerable health economic challenges associated with clinical implementation. 

Therefore, there is a need to identify ways to extend the use of this technology beyond simple 

diagnosis so that PET/MRI can add sufficient clinical value beyond PET/CT or MRI alone, 

and become a cost-effective imaging modality in clinical practice. A major advantage of 

PET/MRI over other imaging modalities is the ability to generate multiple quantitative 

images from a single examination. This article describes how a multi-parametric PET/MRI 

approach can not only add clinical value through contributing to precision medicine but also 

establish PET/MRI as a potentially cost-effective imaging modality in oncology. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the introduction of clinical PET/MRI in 2010, much of the research into this modality 

has focused on diagnostic performance. However, comparative studies to date have largely 

shown equivalent diagnostic capabilities for these modalities (1,2). Where benefits for 

PET/MRI have been demonstrated, they are typically small or apply to relatively small 

populations of patients. Furthermore, the extent to which these benefits might be equally 

achievable through sequentially performed PET/CT and dedicated MRI examinations is often 

unclear. There is therefore a need to identify PET/MRI applications that provide additional 

value beyond modest improvements in diagnostic performance.  
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The translation of stand-alone PET from a research technique to a routine clinical 

modality was predicated on demonstrating cost-effectiveness and similar requirements can be 

anticipated for hybrid PET/MRI. There are considerable health economic challenges that 

need to be overcome before PET/MRI can be widely adopted into clinical practice. Currently, 

the cost of a PET/MRI machine is comparable to separate purchases of PET/CT and 

dedicated MRI systems. Substantial incremental health benefits over PET/CT, and/or 

significant reductions in equipment costs, will therefore be required for PET/MRI to achieve 

cost-effectiveness. The economic challenges are further magnified if acquisition times for 

either modality during PET/MRI extend beyond the time required to obtain images of 

diagnostic quality for one of the modalities alone.  It is highly unlikely that these economic 

burdens will be offset by any health benefits achieved through the modest improvements in 

diagnostic performance shown to date, and extending the use of the technology beyond 

simple diagnosis will be required if PET/MRI is to become a cost-effective imaging modality.  

 

A major advantage of PET/MRI over other imaging modalities is the ability to 

generate multiple quantitative images from a single examination. In this article, we review 

how this multi-parametric PET/MRI approach can not only add clinical value through 

contributing to precision medicine but also establish PET/MRI as a potentially cost-effective 

imaging modality in oncology. 

 

FUNCTIONAL & MOLECULAR IMAGING IN THE ERA OF PRECISION 

CANCER MEDICINE 

Precision medicine aims to identify sub-groups of patients with similar disease 

characteristics so that the safest, most effective and/or cost-effective treatment can be 

selected for individual patients. Expanding the role of imaging to include acquisition of data 
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that allows these sub-groups to be identified as part of routine diagnosis constitutes a major 

opportunity for radiology to contribute significantly to this new era (3). Both PET and MRI 

offer specific advantages for engaging with this opportunity and the potential benefits of 

combining PET and MRI assessments for precision medicine have been highlighted by 

image-based prognostic nomograms proposed for patients with cervical cancer (4). 

Simultaneous image acquisition using PET/MRI can enhance this potential by reducing total 

imaging time and avoiding complex image co-registration techniques.  

 

A major focus for precision medicine in oncology is the identification of patients most 

likely to respond to drugs that target specific molecular mechanisms. The ability of PET to 

quantitatively assess molecular biology in-vivo therefore makes this modality a logical 

candidate technique for guiding precision medicine (5). Molecular imaging has several 

advantages that suggest a complementary role to tissue-based assays such as genomic 

analysis. Imaging is non-invasive and can assess tissues that are not amenable to biopsy. 

Heterogeneity of tumor biology within a single tumor site, between tumor sites and within 

individual tumors over time represents a significant constraint on tissue analysis of biopsy 

material due to possible sampling error (6). Conversely, imaging can assess whole tumors as 

well as multiple disease sites, with the option to repeat assessments over several time points. 

By depicting the tumor phenotype, molecular imaging not only reflects the tumor genetic 

landscape but also the expression of particular gene mutations in the biological behavior. 

These downstream processes can potentially affect the efficacy of drugs selected on the basis 

of genetic assays. 

 

There is a wide range of established and novel PET tracers that reflect key aspects of 

tumor biology with the potential to contribute to precision medicine. Even tumor uptake of 
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Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), the most widely used PET radiotracer for oncological diagnosis, 

has been associated with several tumor biological features of therapeutic significance 

including mutations of the Kirsten Rat Sarcoma Viral Oncogene Homolog and angiogenesis-

related genes in colorectal cancer (7,8), c-kit mutations in Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors 

(9), p16 status in head & neck cancer (10,11) and p-glycoprotein mediated multidrug 

resistance in non-small cell lung cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma (12,13).  However, the 

fact that FDG uptake can reflect several different biological features indicates a need to 

combine measurements of FDG uptake with other parameters to improve specificity.  

 

MRI offers a range of quantitative functional imaging techniques that are 

complementary to PET yet more extensive than is available with CT. Diffusion-weighted 

imaging can assess tumor cellularity, chemical shift imaging evaluates fractional water 

content and hypoxic blood volume, while dynamic contrast enhanced techniques reflect 

angiogenesis. Contrast enhancement dynamics and apparent diffusion co-efficient from 

diffusion-weighted sequences have been shown to be associated with specific molecular sub-

types in breast cancer (14-16) and to be predictive of treatment response in a range of cancers 

(17). These techniques can therefore potentially contribute to precision medicine in their own 

right.  

 

IMPLEMENTING MULTI-PARAMETRIC PET/MRI FOR PRECISION MEDICINE 

PET/MRI is particularly well suited to a role within precision medicine for a number 

of reasons. Firstly, imaging data that would have been acquired for clinical management 

using PET/CT or whole-body MRI can be obtained concurrently with a broad range of 

quantitative imaging techniques. Secondly, the accurate co-registration of PET and MRI 

datasets afforded by simultaneous image acquisition for the two modalities enables derivation 
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of combined PET/MRI parameters. Thirdly, multiple MR acquisitions can be acquired with 

no increase in radiation dose.  

 

The multi-parametric approach to PET/MRI can be extended further by deriving 

additional quantitative features that reflect the heterogeneity of the biological process 

depicted by each PET/MRI image through utilization of image processing techniques such as 

texture analysis. Although a similar approach is feasible using PET/CT, the number of 

quantitative images available for texture analysis is much greater for PET/MRI. The potential 

value of MRI-based texture analysis has been illustrated recently by studies reporting that 

imaging results correlate with the p53 status in head & neck cancer and survival outcomes in 

breast cancer (18,19). Methods for deriving prognostic or predictive imaging signatures from 

the very large sets of parameters produced by applying image processing to multiple image 

acquisitions (sometimes known as radiomics) are currently poorly developed. However,  

these datasets are amenable to multi-parametric analysis methods such as recursive-

partitioning and principle component analysis. The feasibility of radiomic analysis as applied 

to PET/MRI data has recently been confirmed by Antunes et al who described a 3-parameter 

signature combining fluorothymidine SUV from PET with texture features from T2-weighted 

images and Apparent Diffusion Coefficient maps from MRI, to maximize detection of early 

treatment effects in two patients with renal cancer (20). 

 

Multi-Parametric PET/MRI for Precision Medicine in Place of Diagnostic PET/CT 

When implementing multi-parametric PET/MRI for precision medicine in place of a 

clinically indicated diagnostic PET/CT, a broad range of MRI parameters reflecting various 

aspects of tumor biology can be acquired with no additional radiation burden. On the other 

hand, the parameters that can be derived from the PET component of the examination will be 
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constrained by the radiopharmaceutical required for clinical purposes, typically FDG. 

However, the longer acquisition time required for multi-parametric MRI creates an 

opportunity for simultaneous acquisition of dynamic PET data from which a range of 

additional parameters reflecting the temporal changes in radiotracer can be derived. 

Quantitative parameters from dynamic FDG PET have been shown to predict response to 

chemotherapy in locally advanced breast cancer and metastatic colorectal cancer (21,22). Pre-

clinical studies indicate that dynamic FDG PET may also distinguish between tumors with 

and without inflammation (23). If confirmed in clinical studies, this capability would suggest 

a potential role in predicting response to immune checkpoint inhibitor for which the presence 

of tumor-associated inflammation is considered to be associated with long lasting response 

(24) . Using PET/CT, derivation of these additional parameters would entail a significant 

extension of the examination time with corresponding impact on workflows and cost. 

 

Some non-FDG PET tracers such as Dotatate and HBED-CC initially developed for 

cancer detection are now also being used to determine likely response to targeted 

radionuclide therapy employing the same radiopharmaceutical labelled with a therapeutic 

radioisotope. Using multi-parametric PET/MRI for such theranostic applications in place of 

PET/CT offers the potential for further improvements in the identification of patients most 

likely to benefit from subsequent targeted radionuclide therapy.   

 

Multi-Parametric PET/MRI for Precision Medicine in Place of Whole-Body MRI 

Whole-body MRI is now recommended for the assessment of asymptomatic myeloma 

patients and staging of solitary plasmacytomas  (25) while whole-body MRI with diffusion 

imaging is emerging as a clinical tool for assessing therapeutic response in skeletal 

metastases (26). Although entailing an additional radiation exposure, the use of PET/MRI for 
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these indications in place of whole-body MRI could enable a wide range of established and 

novel PET tracers to be deployed for the assessment tumor biology, with the possibility of 

providing an indication of likely treatment response as an adjunct to the diagnostic data 

afforded by the whole-body MRI examination. For example, amino acid PET has shown 

promise as a marker of disease activity in multiple myeloma (27) and if deployed using 

PET/MRI could potentially improve the identification of patients requiring treatment beyond 

whole-body MRI alone. However, the potential to append novel PET tracers to a diagnostic 

whole-body MRI is currently constrained by the fact that remarkably few PET radiotracers 

developed during the last decades have obtained regulatory approval for routine clinical use. 

 

HEALTH ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF MULTI-PARAMETRIC PET/MRI FOR 

PRECISION MEDICINE  

The use of multi-parametric PET/MRI to identify sub-populations of patients with a 

greater or lesser likelihood of treatment failure or post-treatment recurrence offers the 

potential to optimize clinical care according to specific characteristics of an individual 

patient's tumor and so improve health outcomes and reduce health care expenditure. At 

present, there is insufficient data to undertake formal economic evaluations to identify precise 

circumstances in which multi-parametric PET/MRI can replace PET/CT. However, 

modelling techniques such as decision tree analysis can be used to explore the outcomes that 

might be expected from deployment of multi-parametric PET/MRI in a range of clinical 

scenarios.  In this way, it is possible to determine the circumstances under which multi-

parametric PET/MRI has the potential to add sufficient value to replace PET/CT, given a set 

of plausible estimates for the model’s input assumptions. These analyses can then act as a 

focus for future research concentrating on applications of multi-parametric PET/MRI that 

offer the prospect of achieving clinical cost-effectiveness (28). The incremental cost of 
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PET/MRI over PET/CT is a key determinate of likely cost-effectiveness and the impact of 

different cost estimates on likely cost-effectiveness can be evaluated using sensitivity 

analysis. For PET/MRI to have a realistic chance of achieving cost-effectiveness, this value 

needs to exceed current estimates for the incremental cost of PET/MRI. Allowing for the 

higher equipment cost, increased examination time and expertise required, the incremental 

cost of PET/MRI is currently thought to be as high as $4000 per examination.    

 

The identification of patients with a high likelihood of disease recurrence following 

treatment represents one example of precision medicine in which multi-parametric PET/MRI 

can potentially add sufficient value to replace PET/CT. In this scenario, the results of 

PET/MRI could be used to de-escalate surveillance in low-risk patients thereby reducing 

health-care expenditure through fewer patients undergoing surveillance. Risk-adapted follow-

up of patients after colorectal cancer surgery constitutes a specific implementation of this 

approach. Figure 1 summarizes a decision tree sensitivity analysis that explores this scenario.  

Strategies 1 & 2 use diagnostic PET/CT or PET/MRI to identify metastatic disease that would 

render patients unsuitable for surgery. The superior diagnostic performance for PET/MRI 

results in fewer patients identified as suitable for surgery. In strategy 3, the addition of multi-

parametric PET/MRI enables identification of a low-risk sub-population for whom 

surveillance can be avoided. The sensitivity analysis shows the most cost-effective strategy 

for paired values for probability of detecting early recurrence during surveillance (x-axis) and 

incremental cost of PET/MRI over PET/CT (y-axis). Despite greater diagnostic performance 

that PET/CT, diagnostic PET/MRI alone is unlikely to be cost-effective under any 

circumstances unless the incremental cost over PET/CT is less than approximately $2000. 

However, multi-parametric PET/MRI is potentially cost-effective over a wide range of 

probabilities for detecting recurrence, even with an incremental cost of $4000 (shaded zone). 
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The analysis identifies the likelihood of detecting recurrence in low-risk in comparison to 

high-risk patients as a key unknown that requires evaluation by future research. The estimate 

of 1:3 used in this analysis is comparable to that reported in a prospective evaluation of risk-

adapted follow-up of colorectal cancer in which pathological features were used to stratify 

patients (29). 

 

The greatest promise for economic benefit from the use of multi-parametric PET/MRI 

in precision medicine lies in identifying patients unlikely to receive sufficient benefit from a 

particular treatment. Selection of patients for immune checkpoint blockade constitutes a 

specific implementation of this approach for which histological techniques are currently 

under evaluation (30). A similar concept could be applied to theranostic applications of 

PET/MRI with multi-parametric imaging further refining the selection of patients for 

radionuclide therapy. Figure 2 summarizes a decision tree sensitivity analysis that explores 

such scenarios. In strategies 1 & 2, diagnostic PET/CT is used to identify patients unsuitable 

for chemotherapy but cannot determine the likelihood of response to targeted therapy. 

Therefore, all patients must receive either standard therapy (Chemotherapy A – strategy 1) or 

targeted therapy (Chemotherapy B – strategy 2).  In strategy 3, multi-parametric PET/MRI 

has the same diagnostic capability as PET/CT but adds value by identifying a sub-population 

of patients most likely to respond to targeted therapy. The sensitivity analysis shows the most 

cost-effective strategy for paired values for prevalence of responders (x-axis) and incremental 

cost per patient of PET/MRI over PET/CT (y-axis). Multi-parametric PET/MRI is potentially 

cost-effective over a wide range of values for prevalence of responders, even with an 

incremental cost of $4000 (shaded zone). There are no conditions under which PET/MRI 

would be cost-effective if used for diagnosis alone. 
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CHALLENGES FACING THE USE OF PET/MRI FOR PRECISION MEDICINE IN 

ONCOLOGY  

The success of the above approach is predicated on meeting a number of challenges 

that face the use of multi-parametric imaging within the precision medicine paradigm in 

oncology.. Technological issues include the lack of purpose-designed computer software for 

extraction and reporting of multi-parametric imaging data, and methods for identifying and 

validating multi-parametric imaging signatures are currently underdeveloped. It is also 

essential to establish protocols that ensure measurement consistency of multi-parametric 

PET/MRI across different imaging platforms. There is a requirement for training of 

radiologists and technical staff who may be unfamiliar with the concepts of precision 

medicine. As the use of imaging for precision medicine represents a novel paradigm within 

cancer care, an initial reluctance by clinicians to accept this role for imaging can be also 

anticipated. It will also be necessary to demonstrate the value of multi-parametric imaging in 

comparison to competing technologies such as tissue and blood-based assays. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

PET/MRI is a remarkable hybrid imaging device that combines the advantages of two 

powerful modalities. However, the diagnostic benefits of this combination appear to be 

limited and supplementary clinical roles must be established for PET/MRI to become a 

routine modality within clinical cancer care. Although the challenges involved should not be 

underestimated, the use of multi-parametric PET/MRI for precision medicine can not only 

increase the clinical value accruing from deployment of this technology but also potentially 

establish it as cost-effective modality within clinical cancer care. 
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Figure 1: Illustrative decision tree (A) and sensitivity analysis (B) exploring the health 

economic conditions under which multi-parametric PET/MRI could add value by enabling 

risk-adapted post-surgical surveillance for the early detection and treatment of recurrence. 

(Assumptions: Likelihood of detecting metastatic disease; 20% for PET/CT & 25% for 

PET/MRI, Likelihood of detecting recurrence in low-risk patients; 1/3 of that for high-risk 

patients, Incremental costs per patient for surveillance and treatment of early recurrence; 

$15,000 and $30,000 respectively, Incremental benefit per patient from early treatment of 

recurrence; 1.5 QALY, Health purchaser’s willingness to pay; $50,000/QALY. Solid lines 

indicate where two strategies have equal Net Monetary Benefit.)   
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Figure 2: Illustrative decision tree (A) and sensitivity analysis (B) to identify health economic 

conditions under which multi-parametric PET/MRI could add value by identifying a sub-

population enriched for response to targeted therapy. (Assumptions: Likelihood of receiving 

chemotherapy; 70%, False positive and false negative rates for PET/MRI identification of 

responders; 15% and 5% respectively, Incremental cost and benefit per patient for 

chemotherapy B over chemotherapy A; $12,500 and 1.0 QALY respectively, Health 

purchaser’s willingness to pay; $50,000/QALY. Solid lines indicate where two strategies 

have equal Net Monetary Benefit.)   
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